If World War II is the century's fulcrum, then motion pictures have become its sage. It is the screen-not the textbook or first-person oral narrative-that testifies to the conflict. Everyone watches movies and the distorted content of most World War II photodramas skews the facts in favor of the director. How many Americans feel smug-after watch- Ever," this worldwide conflagration soon turned history into entertainment (or was it the other way around?) as the memory process diminished. Why is it, Professor Beidler ponders, that in 1949, just seven years after Pearl Harbor and three years after Hiroshima, Tin Pan Alley could transform the fighting against the Japanese into a long-running, Broadway musical? How could the media moguls render the subtext of horror largely irrelevant in its runaway blockbuster, South Pacific? Why is it that so many American vacationers-strolling the beaches of the predominantly Japanese-owned island of Kauai-peer out toward the west to catch a glimpse of the real Bali Ha'i?
How about Life-the weekly magazine famous for lavish, chiaroscuro photographs-that basically turned the War into a blue-chip industry with its many publications that one way or another might be called "The War According to Henry Luce?"
As Beidler reiterates, it was Life, that once major hostilities were in progress, coined the term "World War II" and began to construct all occurrences, as they appeared in the magazine, according to the Lucean world view. Years later, in 1950, the decade's literary, cultural icon, Life's Picture History ofWorld War II, spilled forth all these events (from the magazine's photo department) to tell audiences that Life and memory were the same thing. To keep the ball rolling, this multimedia giant-in War II. How did this happen? Where will it take us. What is next? Will we ever see a musical comedy about a horrific event committed by the nation that now brings us Toyota? The Good War's Greatest Hits advances much insight.
-"Arcane Theorizing" continued from page 88 -place where European immigrants were stripped of "class consciousness and stuffy manners" (168) and won over to democratic individualism. English characters in westerns are regularly put to this test and those who fail, like Unforgiven's English Bob (Richard Harris) and Pocahontas' Ratcliffe, are banished from the frontier community.
The other three essays are more thoroughly grounded in critical theory. In a study of the presentation of "femininity" and the feminine in three famous cult films (Pink Flamingos, 1973; The Rocky Horror Picture Show, 1975; and Liquid Sky, 1983) , Gaylyn Studiar makes effective use of current psychoanalytic theory to show how popular films are capable of reinforcing the patriarchal views on gender which they ostensibly reject in the name of erotic freedom. "The Woman in the Door: Framing Presence in Film Noir" by J. P. Telotte is a feminist analysis of a recurring image in the film noir.
He links the changes in the way this motif is used in noirs of the late 1940s and the neo-noirs of the 1990s. The readings of some of the films (particularly the conclusion to Out of the Past, 1947), however, seem strained in the attempt to fit them to a conceptual model.
The final section of the collection, contains two excellent bibliographical essays, one by Peter Rollins on popular film and a second by Robert Thompson on television. Both are designed for use by newcomers to the study of popular culture and television, but anyone interested in film and television as social forces will find them useful. The same could be said for the entire collection. The individual essays are always informative; they reveal not only the diversity of critical approaches to the field, but also the strengths and weaknesses of those approaches. Equally important the essays are written in a style which will appeal to a broad audience as well as to specialists.
-"Uncertain Future" continued from page 87 -One financial problem after another caught up with Farrell until he told his friend, Tom Freeman, that "Paris has licked us and we got to go back." On April 9th, after a whirlwind of last minute obligations, the couple sailed from Boulogne. Six days later, they cleared customs in New York (even though their trunk concealed a smuggled copy of Lady Chatterley's Lover) and, clutching a handful of nickels, took their first American meal at the automat. The Farrells, for better or worse, were officially home.
As the dean of Farrell scholars, no one could report the life story of the author of Studs Lonigan as intelligently as Edgar Branch. Over the years, Farrell has given him exclusive privilege to examine all his memorabilia, including unpublished letters, interviews, and photos. At the same time, the two men shared a close friendship, a relationship that allowed Branch to become an exclusive eyewitness to many of
